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birthdsy behind prison walls. Judge Mi1ls
remarked that sentencing her was one of the
most difficult tasks he had faced in hla thirtyone years as a judge. yet, as he also noted,
Ms. Tyler took part in a conspiracy to distribute relatively large amounta of marijuana.
The narcotics laws exact a haroh penalty for
such activity. Fortunately, her sentence was
significantly less than it would have been had
she not cooperated with the authorities.
We AFFIRM Tyler's sentence.
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Bee Tyler's story is, as everyone sgrees, a
tragic one. After a lifetime of difficulty,
Tyler last month had to mark her fiftieth

.'

GENERICA LIMITED,
Plaintiff-Appellee,

,-

:.[7] Finally, Tyler contends that the dis·
trict court abused its discretion in denying
her request for a downward departure based
'on her medical condition (8ee U.S.s.G.
§ 6HU), but we lack jurisdiction to reach
this issue. Tyler contracted polio at the age
of two and has been confined to a wheelchair
for more than thirty years; she bas also had
several surgeries over the years to address
other conditions attributable to that infection.
In 1996, while she awaited sentencing, Tyler
suffered a heart attack and underwent bypass surgery to correct occlusion of her cor<>nary arteries. She takes several medications
daily for rugb blood pressure and other ailments. The district court plainly recognized
that it had the authority to depart downward
based on Tyler's physical status. See R. 33,
March 17, 1997 Sentencing Order at 3, citing
United States v. Sherman, 63 F.3d 782, 786
(7th Cir.1995). In ita discretion, however,
the court found the evidence before it insufficient to establish that Tyler's condition was
so extraordinary as to warrant a departure.
We are precluded from review of this determination. United States v. H eUrm., 975 F.2d
430, 434 (7th Cir.l992).
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"·dilclc.sed that he had previously consulted
!Iri*h Thomas in connection with the same
jjm!stigstion that had inculpated Tyler.
·) (cWard sought leave to withdraw as Tyler's
, .~ (and alternatively for a continuance)
• bit. that reason, concerned that it might be
~e.s·ry for him to cross examine Thomas
ibout matters the two had discussed. But
Thomas had never retained McWard, and
" De/ther McWard nor Thomas could recaIl
eVer discussing Tyler's posaession of the gun,
Which
was the sole matter on which he was
.,
,. eaDed to testify. Finding no conflict of interunder these circumstances, the district
cOUrt denied McWard'. motion to withdraw
, Ilid Proceeded with the hearing. Tyler ~
oprily contends that the court'. decision was
~ . immeous, but the court'. inquiry into the
jii5as;bility of conflict was thorough and Tyler
Ji8a ' given us no reason to disturb it. We
iiiererore find no error in the weapons enhancement.
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Defendant-Appellant.
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No. 96-4()(K.

United States Court of Appeals,

Seventh Circuit.
Argued May 19, 1997.
Decided Sept. 29, 1997.

After arbitrator of International Court
of Arbitration entered award finding that
American pharmaceutical manufaeturer had
breached and repudiated its contract with
British licensor for manufacture of fertility
drug, licensor petitioned for order confirming
foreign arbitral award under New York Convention, and for judgment on confirmed arder. Manufaeturer responded with crosspetition to vacate award. The United States
District Court for the Northern District of
illinois, John A Nordberg, J., 1996 WL
535321, entered judgment confirming award.
Manufacturer appealed. The Court of Appeals, Ripple, Circuit Judge, held that manufacturer was not denied its due process right
to present its case.
Affirmed.
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F~ arbitral' a~ 'abouklbe denied

o~ ' v8cated under New York Convention if
party chaIlenging award proves tbat he was

'.
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Patricia Susan Spratt, James D. Wilson,
Sbefsky, Froelich & Devine, CIW:ago, IL,
George A Borden (ariued), Gerson A Zweifach, Michael R. Pompeo, Williama & Connolly, Washington, DC, for Plaintiff-Appellee.
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not given meaningful opportunity to be beard
as American due process jurisprudence defines it U.S.CA Const.Amend. 14; 9
U.S.CA § 207.

R
G

.
2. Arbitration eo>3Lll

not be approved by Food and Drug Administration (FDA); arbitrator did not regvd
Britiab manufacturer's experience with formula as central to liability, but did allow
development of record on tbat issue by other
sourees, and arbitrator had before him su.fI'icient evidence to decide dispute_ USCA
Const.Amend. 14; 9 U.8_CA § 207.
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L Arbitration eo>73.7(7)
Court of Appeals reviews district court's
decision confirming arbitration award under
ordinary standards, accepting findings of fact
that are not clearly erroneous and deciding
.'
questions of law de novo.
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3. Arbitration eo>31.l1, 32, 64,3
Arbitrator must provide fundamentally
fair hearing, ie., one that meets minjmal
requirements of tmneas-adequate notice,
bearing on evidence, and ipIpartiai decision
by arbitrator.
:._, _ I _.
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C. Arbitration eo>31
Parties tbat have ehooen to remedy their
disputes through arbitration rather than litigstion abould not expeCt ~Same procedures
they would find in judicial arena.
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5. Arbitration eo>31.l1, 34.3
Although arbitrator is not bound to hear
all evidence tendered by parties, be must
give eaeh party adequate opportunity to
present its evidence and arguments; thus,
when exclusion of relevant evidence actually
deprived party of fair bearing it is appropriate to vacate arbitral award.
-,

.

6. Arbitration eo>34.3
Constitutional Law eo>306(3)
American pharmaceutical manufacturer
was not denied its due process right to present its case to foreign arbitrator in contract
dispute with British licensor concerning manufacturer's alleged breath and recission of
contract to manufacture fertility drug in
United States, and thus, arbitration award
for licensor was enforceable under New York
Convention, even though arbitrator curtailed
manufacturer's cross-examination of director
of licensor's British manufacturer of tbat
drug as to whether licensor's formulation and

processes were incapable, in practice, of pr<r
ducing uniform tablets and therefore could

William J: Linklater, Baker & Mckenzie,
Chicago, IL, Jonathan D. Schiller, Randall L.
Speck (argued), Kaye, Sch'oler,Fierman,

Hays & Handler, Washi:ngton, DC, for Defendant-Appellant
Before RIPPLE, KANNE and DIANE P.
.~
-" ,e
WOOD, Circuit Judges.
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RIPPLE, Circui~ Judge.
The litigstion before us arises from a final
arbitral award issued in August 1995 by an
arbitrator of the International Court of Arbi·
tration. The award concluded that Pharmaceutioal Basics, Inc. ("PBI") had breached
and repudiated its contract with Generica
Limited ("Generica"). It granted to Generica $6,621,628 in damages and £392,482 in
apportioned costs. In the district court,
Generica filed a petition for an order confirming the toreign arbitral award and tor
judgment on the confirmed order. PBI responded with a cross-petition to vacate the
award. The district court issued a final
judgment confirming the award and denying
PBI'. cross-petition. See Fed. R. Civ. P.
54(b). PBI now appeals to this court, seeking a vacation of the arbitration award on the
ground that the award may not be enforced
under Article V of the Convention on the
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (the "New York Convention"),
9 U.S.C. §§ 201 et seq. For the reasons set
forth in this opinion, we affirm the judgment
of the district court,
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,,; . BACKGROUND
"
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~FGw:ta
dispute
this
arises out ot" a
~~:~ between Generica and PBL On De,
20, 1989, the two parties entered into
An .~AitreEme:nt for Pharmaceutieal Develop-

gotiatiOIlB, PBI agreed to undertake the manufacture and testing of the hormone product
in the United States for GeneriC&.
0

~t, ~'~t...i;to

case

for Generica and PBI to coo~ in
regulatory approval, manu. and marketing of clomiphene clto share in the profits therefrom."
Clomiphe:oe citrate ("CC"l is

IL,
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background to this Agreeme:ot is
In about 1986 • .British company
Hogens Ltd. was created by Dr. RicllW"JSeIIUII1 for the plllp08li of developing
producing CC in the United Kin'gdom.
. HOwever, because it was riot • manufacturer,
Hcige:os turned to AthIone Lalloratories
("AthIone"l, a manufactUring cOmpany hi the
Republie of Ireland, to C&ITY out the formulation and laboratory testing of CC. The managing direetor of Athlone was Tony Hynds.
On the basis of AthIone's produetion, in 1989
Hogens obtained product Iieenses or their
equivalent in the UK, Germany, the Republie
of Ireland, and the Grand Duehy of Luxembourg. Interested in pe:oetrating the American market; Dr. W"l8eIDan and another individual formed Generie. in Mareh 1989 to
develop and manufacture CC in the United
States. They needed to find a manufacturer
that was approved by the Federal Drug Administration ("FDA"l and that eould perform
the stability testing and "bio-equivaie:ot
study" required by the FDA for approval of
sueh a product R.l, Ex.2 ("Interim Award")
at 3-4. Eve:otually, as the result of • reeomme:odation, Dr. WISeman eontacted PBI as a
suitable manufacturer. After months of ne-

u.;.;
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;v- '.

new product from scratch," the study still is "an
expensive, timeconsum;ng exercise . . . [that] invotv... among other things. clinical tria1s 00 v0lunteer patients over a period of some months. "
R.I . Ex.2 at 12-13:
- ,
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I. A bioavailability or bioequivalmce study Is in-
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PBI began itS initial cleveJopme:ot- teSting
by creating a smaJJ 6,OOO-t&hlet test batcl! of
CC using Generica's formula and procedures.
It found that the conBisteney of the product
was moist and stieky, like bread dough; however, when PBI expre8IIed conee:m to GeneriC&, Generica eon1lrmed the "bread dough"
co!lBisteney of its granulation. PBI next pre>eeeded to manufaeture a loo,OOO-tablet
bateh, the quantity needed to asaeas the bieavailability of the drug for FDA approvai.'
PBI performed the required analytieal testa
and eompiled a draft ANDA for the FDA's
consideration. The bi08tudy was eomplete
by September 1991; PBrs Viee Preside:ot of
Researeh and Developme:ot and Regulatory
Affairs wrote Dr. W18eIlWl that the "results
eertainJy do suggest bioequivaie:oee to Cle>mid." R.l, Ex.2 at 21. The draft ANDA
was finalized in mid-l992.
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first marketed under the brand
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and Marketing of Cle>Citrate~ (the "AitreEme:ot"l that
iOn,

Under the
PBI all the rights to manufacture and market the fertility drug, including rightA to the
manufacturing formula and procedures relat.ing to the produet. PBJ ~ to pe:rfbrm
the required pharmaeeutical deveJopme:ot
and to test both the raw material and the
tlniahed produet of CC for FDA approval.
The parties agreed to eondnct the required
bieavai1ability study for FDA approva1 as
BOOn as pOssible and to cooperate with· each
other "in all respects in their joint etrorta to
eomP.1e~ [the required] '!>ioavailability stUdy
and to file an Ahtn:eviated New .Drug Applieation (ANDA)" with the FDA. ' R.l, Ex.!
, 4(ii), (iii). PBI
~ to manufacture
a pilot bateh, 100,000-150,000 tableta, of CC.
The AitreEme:ot was to- be interpreted in
aceordanee with EDgIish law and any dispute
arising trom the Agreement was to be submitted to the ari:litration of the International
Chamber of Comme:ree ("ICC").
""'" ;I,
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tended to establish that the properties of the new
product an: for all relevant purposes equivalent
to those of the established referent drug in the
United Kingdom. Although the aim of this type
of study is to "eliminate an examination of the
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sponded that the formulation and processes
supplied by Generica were so flawed for use
in the United States that FDA approval was
not practicable, even with further pharmaceutical development.

The Arbitration
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At a session of the International Court of
Arbitration on August 18, 1993, English barrister Howard Page, Q.C., was appointed as
sole arbitrator. The arbitrator and the parties established Terms of Reference, which
incorporated an agreed set of "Applicable
Procedural Rules" for the arbitration. Of
particular interest to this review were the
following provisions:
6. Admissibility, form and weight of evidence
6.1 It shall be for the Arbitrator, in his
discretion, to decide what evidence to admit and in what form evidence is to be
tendered.
6.2 The weight to be given to any particular evidence shall be a matter for the
judgment of the Arbitrator.
R.9 at 20. During discovery, PBI received
from Generica many documents, among
wruch were the batch records from Athion..
the Irish company that manufactures CC in
the Uruted Kingdom for Generica. Prior to
the bearing on liability, the parties tendered
witness statements and expert reports to the
arbitrator. The arbitration hearing was held
in Paris from May 16 to May 24, 1994. Generiea presented five witnesses; PBr present-
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At this point, however, the parties disagree
ahout how the dispute and eventual dissolution of their relationship occurred. From
PBI's perspective, its managers continued to
be concerned ahout the "bread dough" consistency of Generica's formulation and ahout
their ability to control the process. According to PBI, this concern caused PBl's president to advise Generica in September 1992
that the validation difficulties made FDA approval impossible without reformulation of
the product and repetition of the bioequivalence study. Although PBI offered to undertake that reformulation, PBI claimed that
Generica refused to proceed with the project.
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Generica's description of the events is
quite different. It had been told in September 1991 by PBI's vice president that the test
results ucertainly do suggest bioequivalenee,"
id., and that PBI would be in touch shortly to
discuss the AN DA application. Then Generica heard nothing. PBI's new president, who
had not been involved with the Agreement,
at some point told Generica's Dr. Wiseman
that the Agreement was "a deal I would not
have done" because it was too favorable to
Generica; he did not respond to Generica's
calis and letters and refused to meet. fa. at
21-22. Although PBI finalized its draft
ANDA in mid-l992, when the parties met in
September 1992, PBI's president told Dr.
Wiseman that the ANDA was "not fileable"
or "could not be approved by the FDA" and
that PBI would not submit the ANDA as it
then stood. fa. at 26. He stated that FDA
approval was impossible without reformulation of the product and repetition of the
bioequivalence study. According to Generica, PBI bad never before claimed that the
consistency of the granulation would prevent
approval of the CC. By early March 1993, it

was clear that the Agreement was at an end.

On March 9, Generica demanded payment
from PBI; no payment was made.
On April 20, 1993, pursuant to the Agreement's arbitration clause, Generica filed a

request for arbitration to the ICC. Generica
alleged that PBI had breached the Agreement by failing to "procure the required
pharmaceutical development" and failing to
move toward FDA approval of the product.
fa. at 29. PBI denied the breach; it re-

ed six witnesses and showed a video tape.

Both sides submitted extensive documentation; the materials included records of PBI's
production of two batches of CC tablets and
records of Athlone's production of its batches. Following the hearing, the parties filed
briefs and made closing arguments over two
days. The parties submitted to the arbitrator voluminous documents, statements and
reports.
On November 18, 1994, the arbitrator issued rus extensive interim award concerrring
liability. In the "Conclusions of Law and
Fact" section, the arbitrator concluded that
the Agreement between PBI and Generica

United States
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[d. at 74. In the interim award, the arbitrator concluded that PBI had breached and
repudiated several clauses in the Agreement
by failing to carry out the pharmaceutical
development and by failing to cooperate with
Generica. In the final award he resolved the

2.
Because the sole issue on appeal concerns
the cross~tion of Tony Hynds, we set
forth the facts concerning his appearance as
a witness in the arbitral hearing. Tony
Hynds was the Director of Athlone, Generica's U.K. manufacturer of the fertility drug.
He had submitted a four-page written statement in which he described the procedure for
manufacturing consistent, uniform CC taIr
lets and reported that, of the fifteen batches
made since 1989, ''we bave never had any
problem in manufacture" and "all of the
batches have been completed in accordance
with the specification." R.9 at 100. On the
second day of the arbitral hearing, Generica
called Hynda briefly as a witness.' PBI then
cross-examined Hynds extensively concerning the development of the Athlone formulation, the license application for producing the
product in the United Kingdom, and the
process for manufacturing the tablets.
Hynds described the graoulation of the mix-

N

The true reason for the stance adopted by
PBI was either that it had failed to perform its own obligations under the Agreement or that it was unwilling for extraneous reasons to proceed further with the
Agreement or a combination of the two.

issue of damages and costs caused by the
breach.

O

contained no implied term that Generica's
formulation and process would be capable of
FDA approval. He also stated that he bad
"no hesitation in rejecting PBI's contention
that Generica's formulation and processes
were not amenable to FDA approval even
with pharmaceutical development within the
meaning of Clause 4(1) of the Agreement.'"
R.I, Ex.2 at 70. The arbitrator deseribed as
wlfounded PBI's claim that the draft ANDA
was unfi)eable because of Generica's deficient
formulation and processes. He concluded:

is wholly improbable that their production
would have caused PBI to act in any way
significantly different &om that in which it did
in ract act.
(6) In the context of a contract of the kind
represented by the Agreement and the circumstances of PBI's request and Generica', response, the fact that the Athlone batch records
. . . were not made available to PBI cannot
fairly be regarded as a breach of the Agreement by PBI. In particular there cannot either
in this respect or in any other be said to have
been any failure by Generica to cooperate with
or to assist PBr . ...
R.l, Ex.2 at 73-74 .

R

2. Among the arbitrator's conclusions were these:
() There is no good reason to suppose that the

YO

formulation and process provided by Generica
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under the Agreement ... were not capable of
fonning the basis of an ANDA that was amenable to FDA approval at any point in time material to this dispute.
(4) If PBI did in 1990 experience what they
perceived to be any difficulties with. or harboured any reservations about. the viability of
the fonnulation and process provided by Gen·
erica
(a) such matters were not of any great consequencer;]
(b) they were not made known to Generica
by anyone on behalf of PBI in January or
February 1990 or at any stage prior to the
meeting of 23rd September 1992;
(c) they would, if tackled sensibly and expeditiously by PBI , have been capable of resolution within the parameters of the Agreement in 1990 or at lea:it before the U .S.
bioequivalence study had started or got very
far and would not have constituted any significant impediment to the project.
(5) The fact that Generica did not, in the event,
supply PBI with copies of the batch records for
a commercial-size batch of tablets produced by
Athlone as requested by PBI in early 1990
and/or other information, even if it were technically a breach of the Agreement by Generica
(which in my view it was not: see (6) below),
was of JittJe if any consequence to the course of
the project or the issues in this arbitration. It

3.

Prior to Hynds' appearance, the arbitrator concluded that PBI had changed its theory of the
case it was presenting. He asked PBI to present
a written statemen.t explaining what its case was
at that point. That evening PBI submitted a
supplemental statement. It stated that PBI bad
reasonable expectations that Generica's fonnuJation and manufacturing processes had been validated under proper control methods. It then
alleged that Athlone's batch records contradicted
that belief in proper validation. It alleged that
"the batches produced by Athlone have not been
controlled" and that its "results arc indicative of
a process that cannot be adequately controlled
and would be unacceptable to the FDA without a
complete reformulation of the Generica fonnulation and processes." R. 9 at 41.
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When the hearings were reconvened on
the third day, PBI wanted to reopen crossexamination of Hynds to challenge Hynds'
testimony that Athlone's batches of CC produced consistent, reproducible, properly validated r esults. PB I sought to elicit from
Hynds that Athlone had in fact not been able
to manufacture uniform product using Generica's formula and process. However, the arbitrator was unwilling to permit the crossexamination. At the hearing, he explained:
I do not again regard this arbitration as an
appropriate forum for conducting any general inquiry into the quality, safety or consistency of the clomiphene tablets produced by Athlone and marketed in some
considerable numbers now over a period of
several years. I am therefore not disposed to allow this arbitration to be used
as a vehicle for any general attack on those
matters.
R.28 at P A 060. The arbitrator pointed out
that Hynds was a witness, not a party, that
he had appeared voluntarily, and that, if
PBI's suggestions were carried out to their
logical conclusion, they "might have very serious implications for Athlone as a company
and for Mr. Hynds as an individual." lei. at
PA 062. The arbitrator concluded:
I am not willing to expose Mr. Hynds to
any conceivable prejudice to his own pasition or to Athlone's position in circumstances where I do not believe this Tribunal is adequately provided with the
evidence or the means to carry those
things through to their proper and logical conclusion.
lei. Nevertheless, the arbitrator permitted
PBI to raise the issue of the alleged inconsistencies in Athlone's product based on the
Athlone batch records. Therefore, PBI introduced the testimony of several experts

C. Decisi<m of the Di8trict Coort
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Generica asked the district court to confirm the foreign arbitral award; PBI asked
the court to vacate it. The district court
considered PBI's due proceas allegation: The
arbitrator's refusal to permit cro~a
tion evidence from Hynds ''that, in practice
and despite his best efforts and gOQd manufacturing practices, he had been unable to
produce uniform tablets using Generica's formula and processes," denied PBI due process. R.47 at 9. The court noted first the
arbitrator's decision that the Agreement CODtained no implied tenns that the CC formula
and manufacturing process would be capable
of FDA approval. The court concluded that
PBI's "central question" of whether the formula and process were amenable to FDA
approval was immaterial to the breach of
contract determination. Ill.. at 10. It also
concluded that, although the product's potential for FDA approval was important in the
damages determination, PBI was obliged under the Agreement to sort out what kind of
development might be necessary and to work
with Generica to move toward FDA approval.
The district court acknowledged the arbitrator's findings that PBI failed to perform
those obligations and that cross-examjnation
of Hynds would not have resolved the real
issue of the arbitration. The court found
persuasive the arbitrator's conclusion that
PBI's reliance on that evidence was misplaced; it quoted the arbitrator's comment in
the interim award:
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who reviewed the records and based their
expert opinions on the inconsistencies that
they found therein.'

VE
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ture as a ''moist mass" like bread dough, "a
smOQth mass of a wet powder which can be
spread evenly on a tray for drying." R.5 at
16.

4. For example , Dr. J. Schwartz was asked
whether he agreed that the results from "the
Athlone batches were within specification and
show that the product can be manufactured in a
reproducible and controlled manner." R,28 at
PA 074 , He responded : "No. I disagree with
several of those points. One that they all meet

It would have taken far more than anything that might have emerged in further
cross-examination of Mr. Hynds to persuade me that Generica's formulation and
manufacturing processes were inherently
specifications. There are some points here that
do not . . .. The variability in these data indicate
to me that the process is not one that is in
control and a process in control is what is required to be demonstrated to the FDA inspectors
in order to obtain approval." rd.
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The statute that implements the New York
Convention, 9 U.S.C. §§ 201 et seq., authorizes a party awarded a foreign arbitral
award to bring an action in federal court
seeking confirmation of the award. See 9
U.S.C. § 207.
Correspondingly, federal
courts have juriadiction under chapter 2 of
Title 9 to enforce awards made under the
New York Convention. Id. § 203; see Lander Co. v. MMP Inv3., Inc., 107 F .3d 476, 479
(7th Cir.), pet'n far em filed, 65 U.S.L.W.
3799 (May 19, 1997) (No. 96-1844). The
court reviewing the award "shall confirm the
award unless it finds one of the grounds for
refusal or deferral of recognition or enforce-
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As the Court noted in Fim Options, arbitration ''is simply a matter of contract between the parties." 514 U.S. at 943, 115
S.Ct. at 1924. When the parties agree to
have their disputes settled by an arbitrator,
they also agree to accept the arbitrator's
view of the facts and of the meaning of the
contract. See United Paperwarkers Int~
Union, AFL-CIO v. M'i3co, Inc., 484 U.S. 29,
37-38, lOS S.Ct. 364, 37()'-71, 98 L.Ed.2d 286
(1987) ("Courts thus do not sit to hear claims
of factual or legal error by an arbitrator as
an appellate court does in reviewing decisions
of lower courts."). In this case, the parties
agreed, in the Terms of Reference, that the
"Arbitrator, in his discretion, [shall) decide
what evidence to admit and in what form
evidence is to be tendered," and also that the
"weight to be given any particular evidence
shall be a matter for t he judgment of the
Arbitrator."
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The district court refused to review the
arbitrator's factfinding but then stated that,
if it were appropriate to review that exclusion of evidence, the court would find that it
did not deprive PBI of a fair hearing. It
concluded that PB I had adequate opportunity to present its case because the arbitrator
expressly disclaimed reliance on Hynds' direct testimony and thereby eliminated PBI's
need to elicit further evidence from Hynds.
The district court confirmed the arbitral
award and entered judgment in favor of Generica and against PBI. Finding that there
was no just reason for delay, it granted final
judgment pursuant to Rule 54(b).

[1) A court of appeals reviewll a district
court's decision confirming an arbitration
award under ordinary standards: accepting
findings of fact that are not clearly erroneous
and deciding questions of law de novo. Fi,..t
Options of ChicQ{lo, Inc. v. Kapw.n, 514 U.S.
938, 9474, 115 S.Ct. 1920, 1926-26, 131
L.Ed.2d 985 (1995); see Pn,,!.entiaJrBache
Sec., Inc. v. Tanner, 72 F.3d 234, 237 (lst
Cir.I995).

VE

incapable of being adopted . .. by PBI so
as to be amenable to FDA approval. . . .
Id. at 12.

ment of the award specified in the said Con-
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vention." 9 U.S.C. § 207. One ground for
refusal is that ''the party against whom the
award is invoked" furnishes proof that it
"was otherwise unable to present his case."
Id. § 201, Article V(l )(b). In this case,
therefore, the district court was requlred to
enforce the award unless PBI demonstrated
that it was unable to present its case before
the arbitrator. PBI's submission is that it
was prevented from presenting its case and
was denied a fair hearing because the arbitrator refused to permit PBI to cross-examine the one witness critical to its case, Tony
Hynds.

(2) PBI contends that the arbitration
procedure, by curtailing cross-examination of
Tony Hynds, did not satisfy fundamental due
process requlrements. Under Article V(I)(b)
of the New York Convention, proof that a
party was "unable to present his case" constitutes a proper defense. As the Second
Circuit has noted, that defense basically corresponds to the due process defense that a
party was not given "the opportunity to be
heard 'at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner'" as defined in M a.thews v.
Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 333, 96 S.Ct. 893, 902,
47 L.Ed.2d 18 (1976). Iran Aircraft Ind."".
v. Avco Carp., 980 F.2d 141, 146 (2d Cir.I992)
(also holding that enforcement of an arbitral
award should be refused if a party was denied a due process hearing). Therefore, an
arbitral award should be denied or vacated if
the party challenging the award proves that
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[6) Our review of this record makes
clear that PBr has no due process claim.
PBr asserts that its cross-&amination of
Hynds concerning Athlone's actuaJ manufacturing practices was necessary because
Hynds was the only source of evidence that
Generica's formulation and processes were
incapable, in practice, of producing unifonn
tablets and therefore could not be approved
by the FDA. We cannot agree. First, it is
important to keep in mind that the arbitrator took the view that, with respect to liability, the key question before him was not
whether the Generica formula was susceptible to qualifying under FDA standarde but
whether the parties had committed their
best efforts to developing a product that
would qualify. He therefore did not regard
Athlone's experience in working with the
formula to be central to the liability issue
before him. Nevertheless, because the susceptibility of the formula to FDA approval
was germane to the issue of damages, he did
allow development of the record on this
point from other evidence-the Athlone
batch results, the analysis of those results
by expert witnesses and PBI's own production of a 6,OOO-tablet batch and then a fullscale FDA-approvable 100,OOO-tablet batch.
PBr therefore was able to place before the
arbitrator its theory of the case' The arbitrator rejected PBI's alleged concern about
the dough-like granulation in light of its successful 100,OOO-tablet hatch. Moreover, re-
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[3, 4) It is clear that an arbitrator must
provide a fundamentally fan- hearing. See
Iran. Aircraf!. 980 F.2d at 146; Ho~lu Con.dado Beach v. Union. De Tronquistas, 763
F.2d 34, 40 (1st Cir.l985); HaJJ. v. Eastern
Air Lines, In.c., 511 F.2d 663, 66.'l-M (5th
Cir.1975). A fundamentally fan- hearing is
one that "meets 'the minimal requirements of
fairness'-<idequate notice, a hearing on the
evidence, and an impartial decision by the
arbitrator." SU1UJhine Mining Co. v. Un.~d
S~eIWQTkers, 823 F.2d 1289, 1296 (9th Cir.
1987) (internal citation omitted). Nevertheless, parties that have chosen to remedy their
disputes through arbitration rather than litigation should not expect the same procedures they would find in the judicial arena.'
As the First Circuit has explained:
An arbitrator enjoys wide latitude in conducting an arbitration hearing. Arbitration proceedings are not constrained by
formal rules or procedure or evidence; the
arbitrator's rule is to resolve disputes,
based on his consideration of all relevant
evidence, once the parties to the dispute
have had a full opportunity to present their

bound to hear all of the evidence tendered by
the parties . . .. [HJe must give each of the
parties to the dispute an adequate opportunity to present its evidence and arguments.'
Ho~l£. Con.dado Beach, 763 F.2d at 39.
When the exclusion of relevant evidence actually deprived a party of a fan- hearing,
therefore, it is appropriate to vacate an arbitral award.

R
G

he was not given a meaningful opportunity to
be heard as our due process jurisprudence
defines it. I d. at 145; Parwns & Whittemore OIIerseas Co. v. Societe ~ de
L 'lndustrie du Papier (RaIcta), 508 F .2d 969,
975 (2d Cir.I974) (recognizing that an Article
V(I)(b) defense "essentially sanctions the application of the forum state's standards of
due process").

N
.O
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cases.
Ho~l£s

Con.dado Beach, 763 F .2d at 38.

[5] Concerning evidentiary matters, the
Supreme Court has noted that "[a)rbitrators
are not bound by the rules of evidence."
Bernhardt v. Polygraphic Co., 350 U.S. 198,
203-41 n. 4, 76 S.Ct. 273, 27&-77 n. 4, 100
L.Ed .. 199 (1956). An "arbitrator is not
S. As Judge Cudahy recently wrote for our court,
A party's choice to accept arbitration entails a
trade-off. A party can gain a quicker. less structured way of resolving disputes; and it may also
gain the benefit of submitting its quarrels to a
specialized arbiter.... Parties lose something,
too: the right to seek redress from the couru for
all but the most exceptional errors at arbitration.
Dean v. S ullivan. 118 F.3d 1170, 11 73 (7th Cir.
1991).

6.

PBI had contended before the arbitrator that,
because the product was not amenable to FDA
approval, there could be no lost profit. The
arbitrator specifically stated, however, that he
had "no hesitation in rejecting PBI's contention
that Generica 's formulation and processes were
not amenable to FDA approval." R.I. Ex.7 at 6;
, .. also R. I. Ex.H' 112.113.
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those topics to allow Hynds the opportunity
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toJ obtain legal advice. When Hynds was

r pl~ to leave the hearing in Paris, PBI
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expmss'ty declined the opportunit:.1 to request
that !Hynds remain at the hearing. PBI
could have sought an order compelling
Hynds to attend further hearings. Indeed,
PBrs "",unset at oral argument explained
that a party could ask an arbitrator for letters rogatory to have a witness appear in the
arbitration. However, PBI made no formal
request to the arbitrator for letters rogatory
or took any steps to secure compulsory process.' No other suggestion of procedural
unfairness is alleged, and our review of the
reccnI indicates that the arbitrator gave to
the patties every courtesy and generous latitude 'that could be accorded.
We conclude that the arbitrator did not
abuse his discretion in his handling of this
eviden't'iary ruling. He had before him am-
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pie evidence upon which to decide the dispute. He weighed the conflicting evidence
(without considering Hynds' evidence) and
decided that PBI had breached the Agreement. Although there bave been cases in
which an arbitrator denied a party the opportunity to a meaningful hearing, this cannot
be considered one of them. See Tempo
Shain Corp. v. Bertek, Inc., 120 F.3d 16, 21
(2d Cir.1997) (holding that, under the FAA
§ 10(a), arbitration panel's refusal to continue hearings to allow witness to testify, the
only witness with evidence of fraud not found
from other sources, was fundamental unfairness and misconduct sufficient to vacate the
award); Iran Ai'7'C'roj! Indus. V. Aveo Corp.,
980 F.2d 141, 146 (2d Cir.l992) (vacating
award because tribunal cbanged evidentiary
rules during hearing and thus prevented party from presenting its documentary evidence); Hotele. Crmdado Beach v. Unian De
Tronqui3tas. 763 F.2d 34, 40 (1st Cir.l985)
(vacating award when arbitrator excluded the
only evidence available to refute the claims);
Hail v. EwJtem Air Lines, Inc., 511 F.2d
663, 664 (5th Cir.1975) (refusing to enforce
award because arbitration board refused to
give weight to Hall's previously untendered
alibi defense). The arbitrator's curtailment
of cross-<!xamination of Tony Hynds was not
such a fundamental procedural defect that it
violated our due process jurisprudence and
therefore the New York Convention.

N

alizing the restrictions that bad been placed
on the cross-examination of Mr. Hynds, the
arbitnttor expressly noted that he would
place diminished reliance on his direct testimony.' thereby eliminating any possibility of
prejudice to PBI. In the end, PBI was not
preven'lled from presenting its case to the
arbitrator.
Moreover, we believe the arbitrator's procedural bandling of the Hynds cross-<!xamination ""'" quite fair. Tony Hynds was a
witness asked to appear by Generica, not by
PBL .a ynds presented both written and oral
testimony voluntarily. Cross-examination
was a.IIawed in full until PBI raised allegations With serious implications for Hynds
personally and for his company. See R.1,
Ex.2 at 60. At that point, the arbitrator
gave the parties a full explanation of his

I by
the

7.

,
"

,.

\

The arbitrator reconsidered the matter of Tony
Hynds ' testimony and issued a ruling on June 12.
1994. staling that he was "in no position to
compe\ MI'". Hynds to tender himself for further
cross..examin~tion " and that he would receive
submissions from the parties concerning what
weight to give Hynds ' evidence. R,9 at 183 . In
the Interim Award, the arbitrator explained:
[l] n assessing the weight to be given to
[Hynds '] own evidence and to certain aspects
of Generica 's case. t have to take full account,
as I do. of the fact that PSI did not have the
opportunity to cross...c;xamine Mr. Hynds 10
certaln aeeas that they would otherwise have

Conclusion
For the reasons presented, the judgment
of the district court is affirmed. Generica's
request for attorneys' fees pursuant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 38 is de-

nied.
done . . .. mhe fact that Athlone has, evidently, manufactured substantial numbers of tablets over a period of several years now is, of
itself, something to which I cannot-and do
not-in the circumstances attach the weight
that it would o therwise deserve.
R. I, Ex.2 at 61.

8. For this reason, PBI cannot now assert that the
arbitrator should have initiated the process for
compelling Hynds ' testimony. PBI's inaction
waives iLS claim that the arbitrator did not act on
its own power to compel the witness ' testimony.
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AFFIRMED.

2. Criminal Law $>1213.8(1)

MOTION FOR FEES DENIED.

Eighth Amendment embodies Principle
of proportionality. U.S.CoA Const.Amend.

8.
3. Prisons C!?13(4)

No. 95-3130.

United States Court of Appeals,
Seventh Circuit.
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Argued April 18, 1996.

N

Decided Sept. 29, 1997.
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State prisoner brought civil rights action
against various prison officials, alleging he
was placed in disciplinary segregation as result of baseless charges filed by prison
goard. The United States District Court for
the Northern District of Dlinois, Milton 1.
Shadur, Senior District Judge, 868 F .Supp.
1039 and 896 F.Supp. 771, entered judgment
in favor of prison officials, and plaintiff appealed. The Court of Appeals, Cudahy, Circuit Judge, held that: (1) prisoner's confinement in disciplinary segregation for 15 days
was not sufficiently serious to be considered
cruel and unusual punishment for Eighth
Amendment purposes; (2) prisoner was not
deprived of h1>erty interest protected by
Fourth Amendment; and (3) placement of
prisoner in disciplinary segregation did not
violate due process.

EW
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W

Official action constitotes "seizure" when
it deprives person of some meaningful mea~
sure of liberty to which he or she is entitled.
U.S.CoA Const.Amend. 4.
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William DOYLE, Defendant-Appellee.

W

R
G

4. Arrest 4=68(4)

v.

W

N
.O

Keith LESLIE, Plaintiff- Appellant.

Inmate who was confined in disciplinary
segregation for 15 days was not deprived of
h1>erty interest protected by Fourth Amendment. U .S.CoA Const.Amend. 4.

Affirmed.
1. Criminal Law C!?1213.1O(4)
Prisons C!?13(4)

Inmate's confinement in disciplinary segregation for 15 days was not sufficiently serious to be considered cruel and unusual punishment for Eighth Amendment purposes,
even if inmate had not committed charged
offense. U.S.C oA Const.Amend. 8.

See publication Words and Phrases
for other judicial constructions and def·
initions.

5. Constitutional Law $>272(2)
Prisons pI3(4)
Placement of inmate in disciplinary segregation for 15 days bssed on unfounded
charges brought by prison goard did not
violate due process. U.S.CoA Const.Amend.
14.

Stepben D. Libowsky, Orrin S. Shifrin (argued), Katten, Muchin & Zavis, Chicago, IL,
for Plaintiff-Appellant.
Jessie Wang-Grimm (argued), Office of the
Attorney General, Chicago, lL, for Defendant-Appellee.
Before CUDAHY, RIPPLE and KANNE,
Circuit Judges.
CUDAHY, Circuit Judge.
This case raises disturbing questions about
the nature and extent of the constitutional
rights that protect state prisoners from the
arbitrary and argushly lawless acts of state
prison officials. The prisoner here, Keith
Leslie, filed a lawsuit under 42 U.S.C. § 1983
against a correctional officer, William J.
Doyle. The lawsuit alleged that Doyle falsely accused him of insolent conduct, thereby
causing Leslie to be brought up on disciplinary charges and confined in disciplinary segregation for fifteen days. When a prison
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